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This paper proposes a unified multi-lateral filter to efficiently increase the spatial resolution of low-resolution
and noisy depth maps in real-time. Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras have become a very promising alternative to
stereo-based range sensing systems as they provide depth measurements at a high frame rate. However, there
are actually two main drawbacks that restrict their use in a wide range of applications; namely, their fairly low
spatial resolution as well as the amount of noise within the depth estimation. In order to address these draw-
backs, we propose a new approach based on sensor fusion. That is, we couple a ToF camera of low-resolution
with a 2-D camera of higher resolution to which the low-resolution depth map will be efficiently upsampled.
In this paper, we first review the existing depth map enhancement approaches based on sensor fusion and dis-
cuss their limitations. We then propose a unified multi-lateral filter that accounts for the inaccuracy of depth
edges position due to the low-resolution ToF depth maps. By doing so, unwanted artefacts such as texture
copying and edge blurring are almost entirely eliminated. Moreover, the proposedfilter is configurable to behave
as most of the alternative depth enhancement approaches. Using a convolution-based formulation and data
quantization and downsampling, the described filter has been effectively and efficiently implemented for
dynamic scenes in real-time applications. The experimental results show a sensitive qualitative as well as quan-
titative improvement on raw depth maps, outperforming state-of-the-art multi-lateral filters.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Time-of-Flight cameras have become an alternative 3-D sensing
system to stereo-based range sensing systems such as stereo vision
systems, laser scanners or structured light. They present several advan-
tages such as simultaneously providing intensity and depth information
for every pixel at a high frame rate. Moreover, the recent advances in in-
dustrializing and producing economic, compact, robust to illumination
changes and low-weight ToF cameras is starting to have an impact on
commercial applications [1–3]. This is the case of the Xbox One's Kinect
version 2, which uses a ToF based depth camera. It has shown a signifi-
cant improvement over the structured light based Kinect version that
was shipped with the Xbox 360 [3]. However, as a compromise for
their higher robustness to ambient conditions; i.e., larger working tem-
perature range and higher reliability under sun light; and in contrast to
depth sensing systems intended for gaming applications or research
purposes, the resolution of ToF cameras that are used in automotive or
industrial automation is still far below the resolution of common 2-D

cameras. Indeed, a very few ToF cameras slightly exceed the Quarter-
Quarter Video Graphics Array (QQVGA) resolution, i.e., (160 × 120)
pixels. Note that consumer depth cameras such as Microsoft Kinect or
Asus Xtion Pro Live are not compliant to the standards in automotive
or industrial automation. Hence, their rather low spatial resolution
and the high noise level within their depthmeasurements are currently
restricting their use.

A suitable solution to handle the limited resolution of ToF cameras is
sensor fusion [4–11,47]. That is, depth data is complemented with data
from a coupled sensor, usually 2-D cameras [12]. Previous works in ToF
and 2-D data fusion have proven to deliver dense depth maps at near
real-time frame rates, outperforming, in some cases, alternative 3-D
sensing systems [4,6]. In this paper, we first introduce existing low-
resolution depth map enhancement methods and discuss their limita-
tions. Then,we propose amulti-lateral filter that efficiently tackles inac-
curate depth measurements from low-resolution depth maps,
producing an enhanced depthmap of the same resolution as the consid-
ered 2-D guidance image. To this end, we rely on a confidence measure,
to be incorporated in the filter formulation, that describes the reliability
of each depth measurement. In addition, depth pixels with low confi-
dence will be further treated to overcome unwanted artefacts resulting
from data fusion.We also discuss the practical issues such as the config-
uration of the filter's parameters in order to make it behave as most of
the existing multi-lateral filters in the literature. That is, we propose a
unified formulation for fusion based depth enhancement filters. Finally,
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we propose a mathematical formulation that enables the filter to be
used in real-time applications. We remark that the proposed filter was
already introduced in [13] where we provided advice on how to speed
up its performance as well as some preliminary results. Herein, we pro-
vide a detailed description of its components aswell as a comprehensive
qualitative and quantitative evaluation and comparison against alterna-
tive depth enhancement filters. In addition, we discuss its possible con-
figurations to be adapted for different sensing system technologies and/
or applications.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 covers
the background and a literature review on depth map enhancement by
means of low-level data fusion. In Section 3we present ourmulti-lateral
filter as well as the confidence measure that is used to combine depth
and 2-D information. Section 4 proposes a mathematical formulation
that enables for a real-time implementation. In Section 5, we compare
and quantify the proposed filter with alternative depth enhancement
methods using synthetic scenes from the Middlebury dataset as
well as our own recorded sequences. Finally, concluding remarks
are provided in Section 6.

2. Background and related work

The idea of coupling a ToF camera and a 2-Dvideo camera in a hybrid
multi-camera rig is a convenient strategy to overcome the limitations of
ToF cameras. Indeed, sensor fusion exploits the advantages of each of
the cameras in the camera rig avoiding their individual drawbacks. In
this paper we target a low-level data fusion in contrast to higher fusion
levels that concern post-processed data [14]. To this end, we need first
to ensure a good data matching between the cameras that constitute
the camera rig. Existing 3-D warping techniques, i.e., forward
warping techniques [15,16,11], assign to each depth pixel its corre-
sponding RGB pixel. However, low-level data fusion resulting in a
high-resolution depth map requires the opposite mapping, that is,
to assign to each high-resolution 2-D pixel its corresponding depth
pixel. Note that this so-called backward warping is far from a trivial
task due to the need of determining the distance-dependent disparity
between each 2-D and depth pixel correspondences. Herein, we use
the real-time backward warping algorithm proposed in [17], an itera-
tive approach that addresses backwardwarpingmappingwith an accu-
racy of half the high-resolution 2-D pixel.

Among the early results on low-resolution depthmap enhancement,
we emphasize those that use Markov Random Fields (MRFs) to fuse
different sources of data. Diebel et al. [5] proposed a direct application
of MRFs to range sensing with very promising results. Their approach
was later extended by Gloud et al. [7] in the field of robotics, enabling
a robot to detect and recognize objects fromenhanced depth data. How-
ever, the authors did not tackle depth discontinuities along depth edges
in a dedicated. This leads to strange artefacts within depth edges. Be-
sides, the evaluation of depth enhancement methods based upon an
MRF is in general computationally intensive and thus not suitable if
real-time is required. Park et al. [18] proposed a dedicated edge
weighting scheme to be used in combination with a non-local means
regularization in a least-square optimization approach. User interaction
and depth edge mark-upmight be required to obtain optimal results as
well as image segmentation to define the colour similarity for their edge
confidence weighting. Yang et al. [9] proposed to improve the quality of
a given low-resolution depth map through an iterative refinement
module based upon a cost volume. But again, the authors neither tackle
depth discontinuities and real-time remained an open question. An
alternative solution for depth enhancement is to consider bilateral
filtering [19,20] while fusing ToF and 2-D data. Although bilateral filter-
ing is commonly used in image processing and/or computer vision
applications for 2-D noise removal and edge-preserving, it has become
the basis of recent depth enhancement approaches, outperforming, in
some cases, those approaches based upon an MRF or iterative tech-
niques. A more noticeable aspect is the possibility of performing in

real-time thanks to its latest implementation strategies [21–23]. Indeed,
the real-time aspect was one of the strongest reasons that motivated us
to opt for bilateral filtering when fusing the data. In the following, we
introduce the bilateral filter. Later, we review the literature on depth
enhancement approaches based on bilateral filtering.

2.1. Bilateral filter

The bilateral filter was first introduced by Tomasi et al. as an alterna-
tive to iterative approaches for image noise removal [20] such as aniso-
tropic diffusion,weighted least squares, and robust estimation [19]. This
non-iterative filter formulation is a simpleweighted average of the local
neighbourhood samples, i.e.,

JBF pð Þ ¼
X

q∈N pð ÞwBF p;qð Þ � I qð Þ
X

q∈N pð ÞwBF p;qð Þ ; ð1Þ

where N(p) is the neighbourhood at the pixel indexed by the position
vector p = (i, j)T, with i and j indicating the row, respectively column
corresponding to the pixel position. The weights are computed based
on spatial and radiometric distances between the centre of the consid-
ered sample and the neighbouring samples. That is, the kernel is
decomposed into a spatial weighting term fS(⋅) that applies to the
pixel position p, and a range weighting term fI(⋅) that applies to the
pixel value I(p) as follows

wBF p;qð Þ ¼ f S p;qð Þ � f I I pð Þ; I qð Þð Þ: ð2Þ

Theweighting terms fS(⋅) and fI(⋅) are generally chosen to be Gaussian
functionswith standard deviationsσS andσI, respectively. The parameter
σS defines the spatial dimension of the kernel, i.e., the size of the pixel
neighbourhood N(p), whereas σI defines the resolution in I for edge
preserving. That is, pixels p and q influence each other as long as their
values differ within the range ± σI. When both standard deviations
are well chosen, the resulting filtered image JBF is a smoothed version
of I, with preserved edges and significantly reduced noise level. Thus,
by replacing I by a low-resolution depth map D, the resulting filtered
depth map JBF will present much less noise even though the low-
resolution problem will not be tackled.

2.2. Joint Bilateral Upsampling (JBU)

In order to tackle the low-resolution problem, most of the recent
depth enhancement techniques by fusion [4,24,6,13] turn to the Joint
Bilateral Upsampling (JBU) filter, introduced by Kopf et al. in [8]. The
JBU filter is a modification of the bilateral filter in which the data to be
filtered and the data through which the weighting term is computed
are not coincident. That is, I in (1) is replaced by the low-resolution
depth map D, i.e.,

J JBU pð Þ ¼
X

q∈N pð ÞwBF p;qð Þ � D qð Þ
X

q∈N pð ÞwBF p;qð Þ ; ð3Þ

whereas the weighting term wBF in (2) considers the corresponding
high-resolution 2-D image I. Thereby and in the following depth
enhancement techniques by fusion, the low-resolution depth map D
has to be upsampled to have the same spatial resolution as I. To this
end, nearest-neighbour interpolation might be used [25,48] since alter-
native data interpolation approaches such as bilinear or bicubic interpo-
lation might introduce non-valid depth measurements among the
upsampled edges of the depth map [17]. As in (1), the resulting depth
map JJBU is an enhanced version of D that has been upsampled to the
2-D guidance image resolution. Nevertheless, the violation of the heu-
ristic assumption in which depth and colour are strongly correlated
[2] may lead to erroneous copying of 2-D texture into actually smooth
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